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Oriental Rural Houses for Sale in Phuket |
Well Balanced | High Ceilings!

Property Detail
Price 14,120,000 THB
Location Chalong Thailand
Bedrooms 3
Bathrooms 3



Land Size 360 area
Building Size 245 sqm
Type villa

Description

Houses for Sale in Phuket

Indulge in the allure of a villa that harmoniously blends the essence of traditional design, urban living, and the enchantment of nature. Inspired by the
captivating concept of oriental rural homes, this remarkable development is a testament to love and meticulous attention to detail. Every aspect, from the
thoughtfully crafted design to the way of life it embodies, embodies the spirit of Japan - a realm that reveals a world "more than meets the eye".

Discover a profound sense of gratitude towards nature and mankind, beautifully expressed through delicate details that adorn even the simplest elements.
This villa is a testament to the artistry of handmade craftsmanship, where every nook and cranny has been lovingly considered. Step inside, and witness
the seamless connection between the indoors and outdoors, where boundaries blur and a sense of spaciousness unfolds. From the welcoming front porch
to the serene backyard, the flow of this home creates an illusion of grandeur that exceeds its interior.

Drawing inspiration from the art of Grid & Line, the house's design showcases a well-balanced composition and a clean aesthetic. Walls, windows, and
doors are artfully arranged to create a harmonious symphony. This artful arrangement evokes a sense of completeness while embracing the concept of
"incomplete beauty" - where natural imperfections replace rigid perfectionism, resulting in a truly refined yet unrefined aesthetic.

Unveil the captivating allure of this villa, where traditional charm intertwines with modern living. Experience a dwelling that goes beyond the ordinary and
invites you to immerse yourself in a lifestyle that celebrates the beauty of simplicity and the wonder of nature. Don't miss the opportunity to own a residence
that transcends expectations. Contact us today to embark on a journey of discovery and make this extraordinary villa your own.

Interested with this listing? Contact us today at:

+66 93 606 0906/ info@phuketrealtor.com


